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Folded Sheet Map Postage: Main Munich Map 1: The city is a center for culture and arts, with a staggering
assortment of museums. Munich is a city of contrasts. The Marienplatz is the heart of Munich and the site of
its most important historic buildings. The square is dominated by the Neo-gothic Town Hall featuring its
famous Glockenspiel. The Alte Pinakothek houses ones of Europe s most important art collections. In contrast
is the Hofbrauhouse where beer has been swilled at this world famous tavern site since it became a royal
brewery in You can stand on the bridge and watch as surfers carve turns on the icy water. And then there is
Theresienwiese, the park on the west side of town where the vast beerhall tents are pitched for Octoberfest.
Also provided is an inset map which features Munich s metro system and fare structure. This Munich map will
enable you to navigate your way to Nymhenburg Palace or Olympic Park, both of which are outside the center
city. A Munich Area map, which guides you in, out, and around Munich, is helpful in finding the Munich
International Airport and other out of town sites. Our pocket size map of Munich is laminated for durability
and accordion folding for effortless use. To enhance your visit to Munich, check out the Michelin Green Guide
Germany which details sites and attractions using the famed Michelin star-rating system so you can prioritize
your trip based on your time and interest. Folded Sheet Map Title: Once you have placed your order we will
immediately order it from our supplier. Please note the handling time applicable for this product. Folded Sheet
Map, Language: Good amount of views.
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Streetwise Munich Map is a laminated city center map of Munich, Germany - Folding pocket size travel map with
integrated metro map including S-Bahn & U-Bahn lines &.

Take A Stand By: Its new multi-million-dollar Take a Stand Center, which opened October 29, is the first in
the world to combine high-definition holographic interview recordings and voice recognition technology.
Survivors can relate their oral histories in a lifelike manner. They include seven Chicago-area people: The idea
of using holographic technology came when Stephen Smith, executive director of the USC Shoah Foundation,
was seated at a professional event with Museum board member Jim Goodman. Together, the two institutions
tested the 2D version of the 3D hologram technology for over two years. Zaher Sahloul and Mrs. Elster
escaped the liquidation and hid in various surrounding farms. Afterward, he lived in several Polish orphanages
and was eventually smuggled out of Poland to various Displaced Persons camps in West Germany. Elster and
his sister came to the United States in June He was educated in Chicago and served in the armed forces in
Korea. He is married and has two sons and two grandchildren. She was 13 when Nazis occupied Klucharky
and she, her mother and two brothers were deported to the Auschwitz â€” Birkenau extermination camp. Near
the end of the war, Fritzie was moved to an Auschwitz subcamp, where she worked as a slave laborer in a
factory. In , while on a death march from Auschwitz, she was finally liberated by the Russian army. After the
war, in , she came to the United States and was reunited with her father, who had been able to escape the
Holocaust. All her other family members had perished. She speaks extensively about her experiences and
lessons of the Holocaust. Born in Deblin, Poland, in , he was just 4 years old when the war began. Harriet
Harris of Northbrook. A diligent student-athlete at New Trier High School, he went on to college, career,
marriage and fatherhood. She was 15 when the Nazis invaded her hometown and began pogroms, random
killings, and round-ups. Her father found her a job in construction to avoid deportation. Soon, that job could
no longer secure her safety, and Oberrotman had to move from hiding place to hiding place. For a few days
she found shelter at the home of a kind Polish lady. After her escape from the ghetto, while living in a
Ukrainian village under an assumed name, she was denounced by a local woman and arrested, interrogated,
jailed, and deported to forced labor in Stuttgart, Germany. Liberated in , she hitchhiked to Paris and
immigrated to the U. In , her father was arrested by the Gestapo along with other Jewish men of Polish
descent. The family settled in Arezzo, and Adina and her brother began attending a convent school. The nuns
taught the family Catholic practices and mannerisms to help them blend into the Catholic town. When Italy
joined the war with Germany, the underground moved the family to an abandoned house in a tiny farming
village, where they remained for several years, begging for food from the surrounding farms. In , officers from
the retreating German army set up camp in the farmhouse. But as the soldiers prepared to leave, they said the
house would be leveled as part of their retreat. The family fled to the woods, where they found themselves
between the German and British armies. A British soldier helped lead them into the British trench, where they
were given bread and chocolate. The family returned to Arezzo and moved back into their apartment. Sella
moved to the US in In March German forces invaded and occupied the country. A month later Starck, just 14,
and his entire family were deported by the Nazis to Auschwitz-Birkenau, where his parents perished. Over the
next year Starck was interned in three more concentration camps: Mathausen, Melk, and Ebensee. He was
liberated by the American armed forces on May 6, , in Ebensee. Eventually he and other war orphans were
sponsored entry to the United States by Eleanor Roosevelt and he arrived to Chicago in When Germany
invaded in June , Matus, his mother, and his older brother tried to escape eastward. Matus jumped down and
stayed with her. In July, a ghetto was established in Minsk with , local Jews from the region and another 35,
Jews brought from Germany, Bohemia, and Moravia. Walking at night, they met the partisans and were sent
with a group of underground fighters into the unoccupied zone of the Soviet Union. Walking for over a month
and eating whatever food they could find, they eventually crossed the front line and met Soviet soldiers who
liberated them. After the war, they returned to Minsk and Matus resumed his education. Despite obstacles
because he was Jewish, he became an engineer. After deciding to emigrate as a refusenik, the family was
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increasingly persecuted until finally being allowed to leave. The Stolov family arrived in Chicago in April on
the second day of Passover and celebrated their first Seder. His mother, father and twin brother, Avraham,
decided to leave Lublin while it was still possible in â€” early in WWII -- and head to the smaller town of
Belzyce, where they would be less conspicuous. During September , the Belzyce ghetto that had been
established with Jews from Lublin, Krakow and Germany was being liquidated; its residents were sent to the
Sobibor camp in eastern Poland. However, Ariav found his father dead in a pool of blood in front of the
synagogue. He and his brother buried their father with their own hands, along with others who were shot on
the spot. His mother decided he was safer in Warsaw. He boarded the train and arrived there first as Henryk
Gorski. After the murder of his twin brother, he became known as Jerzy Eugeniusz Godlewski. He lived with
Poles, spoke Polish, joined the Polish Home Army, trained as a Polish resistance fighter and was critically
wounded while fighting in the Warsaw Uprising of After liberation and months of recovery, he joined the
Haganah, the Jewish paramilitary organization in the British Mandate of Palestine, and prepared fellow
survivors to fight while they were waiting to leave for Israel from Marseille. Once in the new Israel, he joined
the infant Israeli air force, fought in all the major wars and distinguished himself as a member of the
aeronautic and defense community under his fourth and final name, Nimrod Ariav affectionately known as
Zigi to his friends. After a successful business career, he retired in his late 70s. After Hungary annexed the
slice of Romania where they lived, the family faced anti-Semitic harassment from the neighbors and
classmates who had been friends. They were only Jewish family in the village and their house was stoned and
pelted with food for hours. In , they were forced to move to the Cehei ghetto in Simleu Silvaniei, Romania.
Then in May, they were squeezed onto railroad cars with the rest of the ghetto and sent to Auschwitz in
southern Poland. On the selection platform, Eva and Miriam were immediately recognized as twins and
separated from the rest of their family, which was taken to the gas chambers. Eva and Miriam were taken to a
special barrack where Dr. Josef Mengele housed subjects for his medical experiments. Mengele gave the twins
injections, drew large amounts of blood and meticulously measured their body parts and photographed them,
often for six to eight hours at a time. One injection left Eva gravely ill. She has only two weeks to live. In
January , the approaching Soviet Army prompted the Germans to send camp inmates on death marches to land
they still controlled. The Soviets reached Auschwitz on January 27, to find only children, sick and elderly left
behind. Eva and Miriam were first sent to a convent in Katowice, Poland to recover and then to Minsk in the
Soviet Union, where a woman who had known them in Auschwitz cared for them until they could be reunited
with an aunt and a cousin in Romania. In , the two girls moved to Israel and Eva served in the Israeli Army for
eight years. She married Holocaust survivor Michael Kor in , joined him in Indiana and raised two children,
Alexander and Rina. Her father was a successful lawyer, her mother a violinist and her uncle a famous chess
master. She had two older sisters, Renate and Marianne. But in , laws started to change in Breslau and Jews
were excluded from many areas of society. Anita eventually moved to Berlin to study cello since there were
no longer any Jewish teachers in Breslau and Germans would not take Jewish students. She was in Berlin for
Kristallnacht in , but came home immediately afterward. Her father escaped arrest with the help of a
non-Jewish friend and her sister Marianne managed to leave Germany for England. She and Renate began
working at a paper factory as part of mandatory war service. They met French prisoners of war there and
began forging papers so they could return to France. Her grandparents were also deported, never to be seen
again. Anita and Renate were arrested by the Gestapo, who had been monitoring their forgery business, and
imprisoned in Breslau. The sisters were ultimately reunited in at Auschwitz, where Anita was in the orchestra,
which played marches in the morning and personal musical requests of the SS in the evening. Transferred to
Belsen in October, the two could barely keep up with the number of bodies they were forced to drag from the
camp. In April , however, the British Army liberated the camp and they became translators. They stayed at a
Displaced Persons camp there until they were smuggled to Belgium by a British officer. The sisters arrived in
England in Anita became a professional cellist and founded the English Chamber Orchestra. She married
pianist Peter Wallfisch, whom she had met in Paris. They had two children, May and Raphael, the latter who
also became a famous cellist. Marianne died in childbirth in Her father owned a shoe factory and her mother
came from a wealthy winemaking family. She had an older brother, Heinz.
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Streetwise Munich Map - Laminated City Center Street Map of Munich, Germany by Streetwise Maps REVISED
Streetwise Munich Map is a laminated city center map of Munich, Germany - Folding pocket size travel map with
integrated metro map including S-Bahn & U-Bahn lines & stations.
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Streetwise Munich by Streetwise Maps (Manufactured by) starting at $ Streetwise Munich has 1 available editions to buy
at Alibris.
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Streetwise Munich Map - Laminated City Center Street Map of Munich, Germany - Folding pocket size travel map with
integrated metro map including S-Bahn & U-Bahn lines & stationsThis map covers the following areas:Main Munich Map
,Munich Area Map ,Munich Metro MapMunich, regional capital of Bavaria in south central Germany, is the.
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Find great deals for Streetwise Munich Map - Laminated City Center Street Map of Munich, Germany: Folding Pocket
Size Travel Map with Integrated Metro Map Including S-Bahn and U-Bahn Lines and Stations (, Map).
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Delivery. All items that are in stock will show a delivery timescale of working days. If your order consists solely of these
items, then dispatch is within 1 working day of purchase with the exception of framed and customised items which may
take up to 14 days.
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Take a look inside this week's issue of StreetWise Magazine. Explore top stories from Chicago and around the globe
from one of Chicago's Magazines.
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